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The genetics of idiopathic torsion dystonia

N A Fletcher

Idiopathic torsion dystonia (ITD) is a disorder of the
central nervous system which produces dystonic
movements and postures. The spectrum of severity is
wide, including severe generalised dystonia (formerly
termed dystonia musculorum deformans), segmental
dystonia, and focal dystonias such as torticollis,
blepharospasm, and writer's cramp (table). No other
neurological deficits occur in ITD, although some
patients display a postural tremor that is clinically
indistinguishable from essential tremor.1 Although
ITD is frequently inherited,2 the genetics of the
condition have only recently become clear after
decades of controversy.

This disorder is not rare; the most recent estimate
ofprevalence (from the United States) is approximately
1 in 30003 and a strikingly high frequency among
Ashkenazi Jews has long been apparent.4 IITD may
develop at almost any age and this is the key factor
determining its severity; generalised ITD almost
always starts before the age of 20 years whereas focal

Classification of dystonia by anatomical extent.

Focal: one body part affected, examples include:
Blepharospasm (eyes)
Torticollis (neck)
Oromandibular dystonia
Spasmodic (adductor) laryngeal dystonia
Whispering (abductor) laryngeal dystonia
Writer's cramp (arm)

Segmental: two or more contiguous parts affected:
Cranial: 2 or more parts of cranial or neck musculature affected
Brachial: 1 arm + axial (neck or trunk) or 2 arms ± axial (neck or

trunk) affected
Axial: neck + trunk affected
Crural: 1 leg + trunk or both legs ± trunk

Generalised: segmental crural plus any other part affected

Multifocal: 2 or more non-contiguous areas affected.

Hemidystonia: ipsilateral arm and leg affected.

ITD usually begins in older adults. Some adult onset
cases are very mild and often asymptomatic.6 The
distribution of ages of onset is bimodal, suggesting
that ITD may be heterogeneous.7 This bimodality
arises because generalised ITD is of early onset and
focal cases usually start after the age of 408; segmental
cases, of intermediate severity, tend to arise at all
ages. Although generalised and focal cases may occur
within single families with ITD,6 it is widely suspected
that, overall, the latter are the main source of
heterogeneity in ITD.2
ITD must be distinguished from the symptomatic

(or secondary) dystonias, a highly heterogeneous
group of conditions with either known underlying
causes or characteristic clinical features, and further
investigations are required before the diagnosis is
secure.8 In ITD, no abnormality is detectable by
biochemical, immunological, haematological, or other
laboratory tests. Electroencephalography, psycho-
metry, computerised tomography, and magnetic
resonance imaging of the brain are normal as is the
cerebrospinal fluid.9 However, abnormalities can be
detected by specialised electrophysiological tech-
niques, thereby indicating a physiological basis for the
dystonia.'0
The most important differential diagnoses of ITD

are: athetoid cerebral palsy; exposure to neuroleptic
drugs; structural lesions of the basal ganglia such as
tumours or strokes; Wilson's disease, Hallervorden-
Spatz disease, and other degenerative and metabolic
disorders; and the delayed effects of encephalitis
lethargica.9 To this list should be added dopa
responsive dystonia (DRD), which is dominantly
inherited and may resemble ITD closely, but responds
dramatically to levodopa. "l
The aetiology of ITD is unknown, but a bio-

chemical disorder of the basal ganglia is suspected,'2
principally because, so far, no structural lesion of the
brain has been consistently identified.'3

Early genetic studies in ITD
Familial cases of ITD have been frequently reported
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for almost 80 years. In his classic report, Schwalbe'4
described a Jewish Lithuanian family containing three
sibs with a severe movement disorder. Interestingly,
their mother had developed involuntary movements
of one arm and her father had developed a tremor
after an injury. Subsequently, one of Schwalbe's
patients had two similarly afflicted children.'5 It
seems beyond doubt that the illness in this family was
ITD and that inheritance was autosomal dominant;
they were studied over many years and neuro-
pathological studies of two affected members were
normal. 15 Autosomal dominant ITD was later
described in other kindreds,'6 but there were also
reports of apparently recessive inheritance.'7 18
Moreover, many cases did not appear to have affected
relatives, which led some to doubt that ITD was
hereditary. 19-21

Autosomal dominant inheritance
This confusing situation was clarified by Zeman et al,6
who described a large kindred with autosomal
dominant ITD, but also showed that earlier reports of
recessive inheritance were largely unreliable. Often,
the diagnosis of ITD had been questionable, few
family members had been examined, or the wide
variety ofITD manifestations had not been recognised
and mildly affected relatives had been discounted.
Furthermore, increased parental consanguinity had
not been reported. Overall, it seemed that when ITD
was familial it was almost always inherited as a
dominant trait, but that there was another large group
of patients without any affected relatives.6 With
regard to the latter, Zeman et a122 stressed the
existence of very mild, sometimes asymptomatic,
cases ('formes frustes') of ITD and suggested that
mildly affected relatives of these patients could have
been overlooked. In addition, it was suggested that
some single cases might be the result of new dominant

6 2mutations. 23 Several subsequent studies agreed with
this analysis, describing dominantly inherited ITD
with reduced penetrance and variable expression,
including focal dystonia and postural tremor.23-26

Autosomal recessive inheritance
It was the long observed excess of Jewish ITD cases
which led Eldridge27-29 to propose the existence of an
autosomal recessive form of ITD, especially among
Jews. Eldridge studied 96 North American families
and reported that Jewish cases (37% of the total) were
usually isolated or had only affected sibs and were
more severe than non-Jewish patients, as might be
expected with a recessive variant. Segregation analysis
among sibs (assuming truncate ascertainment) was
consistent with recessive inheritance and a gene
frequency of 1/130 was calculated for the Ashkenazi
Jewish population of the USA. It was notable that

some Jewish cases had affected parents but this was
attributed to pseudodominance.28
The existence of a recessive form of ITD, mainly

among Jews, has been widely accepted for almost 20
years, despite numerous difficulties with this inter-
pretation.6 30 In Eldridge's study no increase in
parental consanguinity was observed and the number
of Jewish cases with affected parents or offspring was
much too large to be accounted for by pseudo-
dominance. There was considerable ascertainment
bias, truncate ascertainment was improbable, and
diagnostic criteria for ITD were questionable.
Examination of the published clinical data did not
show striking differences between Jewish and non-
Jewish cases, and recent studies3' 32 have confirmed
that ITD is clinically similar in Jewish and non-
Jewish patients. More seriously, a recessive model
was never able to account for the high empirical
recurrence risk to children of Jewish cases, acknow-
ledged to be almost 10%.29

In a later study of 32 British families (two of which
were Jewish), the existence of both recessive and
dominant cases could not be excluded but reduced
fitness and an increased paternal age effect were found
among isolated cases of childhood onset generalised
ITD, suggesting that some of these might be the
result of fresh dominant mutation.2 It was suspected
that late onset cases with non-generalised ITD were
usually non-genetic phenocopies but that a few were
autosomal dominant cases.2
More recent reports of autosomal recessive ITD

have been of doubtful significance. In a family
containing three affected sibs,33 the diagnosis of ITD
was questionable, as one sib had pyramidal signs. In
four Gypsy families from Spain,34 the pedigrees were
consistent with recessive ITD but in several patients
the clinical features were unusual. In three of the
families the parents were first cousins but the
significance of this should be assessed in the light of
an overall rate of consanguineous marriage in this
population of over 50%. Moreover, it was not clear
whether parents or children of the patients had been
examined.

X linked inheritance
A condition similar to ITD has been described on the
island of Panay in the Philippines.35 Onset was from
12 to 51 years and all 28 cases were males with no
documented male to male transmission. A recent
study of this population has emphasised that the
patients have parkinsonism as well as dystonia, which
suggests that this disorder is not ITD.36 Although a
slight excess of males with ITD (ratio 3:2) has been
reported by some authors,6 there does not appear to
be any difference in severity between male and female
cases.37 Overall, it is unlikely that X linked inheritance
is an important mode of inheritance of ITD.
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The genetics ofidiopathic torsion dystonia

Recent investigations
Studies in Israel,38 the USA,39 and the UK37 have
suggested that a recessive form of ITD may not exist
at all, even among Ashkenazi Jews. In order to
minimise heterogeneity, these studies were restricted
to patients with generalised or segmental disease37 38
or patients with onset before 28 years.39 This was

because heterogeneity in ITD is thought to exist
mainly among patients with later onset focal dystonia.2
As many relatives as possible were examined in order
to detect mildly affected relatives.

In Israel, investigations of the families of 47 Jewish
patients38 40 have clearly indicated autosomal domi-
nant inheritance; the data were not compatible with a

recessive model. Penetrance was reduced (51 to 68%)
and clinical expression was variable, including focal
dystonia and tremor. Again, reduced fitness and
increased paternal age were observed among single
cases. More recently, autosomal dominant inheritance
has also been shown in 39 North American Jewish
families. Penetrance was estimated to be 30%,
assuming that all cases were genetic with no pheno-
copies.
An analysis of 100 British families containing 107

index cases (ofwhich 11 were Jewish) with generalised,
multifocal, and segmental ITD has shown that the
inheritance of ITD in the UK is similar to that seen in
Jewish populations in Israel and the USA.37 The data
suggested that about 85% of non-focal ITD is caused
by a dominant gene with 42% penetrance; approxi-
mately 15% of cases were thought to be non-genetic
phenocopies but could not be identified clinically.
There was no evidence of genetic heterogeneity and,
in particular, no clinical or genetic differences
between Jewish and non-Jewish cases were detected.
It is important to note that familial cases were

clinically indistinguishable from single cases. Fitness
was reduced to 66% and paternal age was significantly
increased among single cases; it was estimated that
14% of inherited cases were new mutations. There
was no evidence of X linked inheritance and the data
were not compatible with polygenic inheritance.
Negligible intrafamilial correlations for age of onset
and dystonia severity scores4' suggested that environ-
mental factors mainly determine the ITD phenotype.
As in other studies, clinical manifestations of ITD
among secondary cases ranged from generalised to
focal dystonia and a few relatives had only a postural
tremor. Tremor has long been recognised in dystonic
patients' 42 and patients with essential tremor
sometimes have signs of dystonia. Moreover,
relatives with tremor have been detected in almost all
previous genetic studies of ITD.6 25 27 38 A shared
pathophysiology between dystonia and tremor has
been suggested45 and patients with essential type
tremor may be at increased risk of developing
dystonia.i Accordingly, it is likely that a postural
tremor is the only manifestation of ITD in some

affected relatives. Regarding the larger than expected
number of cases among Ashkenazi Jews, the most
likely explanation for this is genetic drift in small
Jewish populations in Belorussia and the Baltic area in
earlier centuries.3547

Genetic counselling
Data are now available for genetic counselling if a
family contains a case of generalised, multifocal, or
segmental ITD. However, it is important to establish
tirst whether a patient is a familial or an isolated case.
It is therefore essential that relatives are carefully
examined for signs of dystonia, which may be subtle.
In the UK,37 the risk to first degree relatives of a
familial case is estimated to be 21%; if the index case
is isolated, the risks are 14% to children and 8% to
sibs. These figures may be reduced the longer the
subject at risk has remained normal; approximately
50, 75, and 90% of secondary cases had developed
dystonia at the ages of 15, 30, and 50 years,
respectively.37 Furthermore, the risks refer to the
likelihood of any of the varied manifestations of ITD.
The risk of severe disability may best be gauged by
looking at the secondary cases detected in the UK
study; only about a half of these had severe dystonia.

Concerning the risks to relatives of patients with
focal ITD, the figures discussed above may be applied
only if there is another member of the family with
generalised or segmental disease. If this is not the
case, there are no reliable figures at present. The
genetic studies already mentioned have shown that
some cases of focal dystonia must result from the gene
that causes generalised and segmental ITD, but the
size of this proportion, in what is probably a
heterogeneous group,48 49 iS unclear.

Future prospects
An exciting development has been the recent discovery
in a large North American kindred of linkage between
autosomal dominant ITD and the gelsolin (GSN) gene
locus on chromosome 9 (9q32-34).5° The close
proximity to the dopamine fi hydroxylase (DBH) gene
at 9q3451 is interesting, as abnormal DBH levels have
been claimed in ITD.52 It will be interesting to see
whether linkage between GSN and ITD can be shown
in other families or whether different ITD loci exist.
If linkage between GSN and ITD is confirmed in
other families, the value of prenatal testing or
presymptomatic testing of subjects at risk may be
limited; only about 40% of those who carry the ITD
gene will develop the disease and, of these, many will
be only mildly affected.
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